Recommendations for the Correct Method of Support
There are four key features to bear in mind when supporting the holiday home:1. To have prepared the pitch and used suitable materials as detailed in the Guidelines* 2. To have the weight of the unit evenly
supported 3. To have the unit level to within 3 degrees in both directions 4. To negate the weight loading on the corner steadies
You could negate any claim made under warranty if the cause of the failure is deemed to be the inappropriate method of siting.
Below is the method of support that we would expect to comply with current regulations.
* All reference to ‘the Guidelines’ means The Guidelines of Good Practice for Transportation, Movement, Siting, De-siting and
Commissioning of Caravan Holiday Homes.

PLEASE NOTE
The following diagrams refer to leisure homes up to 12.2m in length. For homes over 12.2m and up to the maximum
legal length of 20m there should be a minimum of six support points on each longitudinal member in addition to
those either side of the axle(s) support area.

Locations of intermediate axle stands should be to suit large door openings, additional load areas (such as bath) or areas without
internal structural support. If these positions do not correlate then additional supports will be required
The corner steadies must not be used as load bearing supports
You need to make sure that all the supports used are collectively capable of bearing the weight of the unit. Following are the
banded chassis weights. Every holiday home chassis has a plate showing the band letter affixed to the doorside longitudinal
member 650mm to 1900mm from the front.
Band B - 2200Kg Band C - 2600Kg Band D - 3400Kg Band E - 4200Kg Band F - 5500Kg
ANCHORING You must anchor to the ground in accordance with the Guideline recommendations, using the designated fixing
built into the chassis. Whatever is used as a restrainer for anchoring the holiday home to the ground must resist to 10KN.
MAKE SURE YOU CHECK WITH YOUR INSURER if your Park is subject to special insurance conditions, because you are
in a flood plain or an exposed position where extreme weather conditions can be expected. You should notify us in writing if your
insurer is imposing siting regulations that do not concur with these recommendations.
Failure to obtain our agreement may negate any claim for warranty
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